
SIY Project

Learn. Make. Love.

Sew It Yourself

PROJECT DISCLAIMER: Every effort has been made to ensure that all projects are error free. All the information is 
presented in good faith, however no warranty can be given not results guaranteed as we have no control over the 
execution of instructions. Therefore, we assume no responsibility for the use of this information or damages that may 

occur as a result. When errors are brought to our attention, we make every effort to correct and post a revision as soon 
as possible. We recommend that you test the project prior to cutting for kits. Finally, all free projects are intended to 

remain free to you and are not for resale.

SIY - Sew It Yourself™ is a trademark of Jaftex Corporation

The following project was created with fabric that your local retailer may no longer have available.  You can re-
create these projects by replacing the fabrics shown using the fabric key as a guide for similar colorations or styles.
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Finished Size of Project: 
9 ½” x 2 ½” x 11 ½” (24cm x 6.5cm x 29cm)

Fabric Requirements:
(A) Measurements - PWTH010.TAUPE ⅛ yard (0.12m)
(B) Documentations - PWTH002.TAUPE ⅛ yard (0.12m)
(C) Subway Signs - PWTH005.NEUTR ⅛ yard (0.12m)
(D) Ticking - PWTH006.REDXX ⅛ yard (0.12m)
(E) Game Pieces - PWTH012.NEUTR ⅛ yard (0.12m)
(F) Stamps - PWTH007.BLUEX ⅛ yard (0.12m)
(G) Melange - PWTH001-NEUTR ¼ yard (0.23m)
(H) Designer Essential Solids - CSFSESS.PEARL ½ yard (0.46m)

Additional Requirements:
Sewing machine
Thread to match fabric
Fusible fleece, 44” (111.8 cm) wide
Prym snap hooks, (2) 25mm, Art. 417902
(2) D-rings, 20 mm, Art. 2196301
Rotary cutter/mat/plastic ruler
Dritz Fray Check sealant (optional)
Iron/pressing board
Basic sewing supplies

Technique: Piecing & Sewing

Brand: FreeSpirit Fabrics

Crafting time: Afternoon/Evening

Strippy Fold-over Bag
Skill level: Beginner

Designed by:   Tim Holtz Eclectic Elements 
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Strippy Fold-over Bag

Fabrics A-F, cut:
(1) 2 ½” x WOF (6.35cm x WOF) strip for

Bag Exterior

Fabric G, cut:
(2) 2 ½” x WOF (6.35cm x WOF) strips for Strap

Fabric H, cut: 
(1) 12 ½” x WOF (31.5cm x WOF), for lining
(1) 2 ½” x 3” (6cm x 8 cm) for D-ring Loops

Fusible Fleece, cut:
(1) 12 ½” x WOF (31.5cm x WOF), for lining
(1) 2” x 44” (5cm x 111.8cm), for strap

Cutting:
Notes:  WOF - Width of Fabric, LOF – Length of fabric

Sewing instructions: 
Note: All seam allowances are ¼” (0.64cm).

1. To make the bag exterior, stitch (1) 2 ½” x WOF
(6.35cm x WOF) strip from each fabrics A-F side by side
in any order desired. Press all seams in one direction.
Following manufacturer’s instructions, fuse the fleece to
the wrong side of the bag exterior and stitch all seams in
the ditch (i.e., close to the seam).

OPTIONAL: If desired, cut a strip from Fabric G. Use 
sealant on the ends to prevent them from fraying. Attach 
the label about 2” (5cm) away from one corner of the bag 
exterior, as shown in the photos, using either a straight or 
zigzag stitch on the sewing machine. 

3. To make the D-ring loops, fold the Fabric H 2 ½” x 3”
(6cm x 8cm) strip in half lengthways right sides together
and stitch. Turn right side out and press, with the seam in
the middle of the strip. Sub-cut (2) 1 ½” (4cm) long strips.
Fold each piece in half around a D-ring and baste.

4. Pin one loop in place on each side of the bag exterior,
about 7 ½” (19cm) down from one narrow side. Fold the
bag exterior in half and stitch each long side together,
catching the loops in the process. For the bag corners,
fold the bag so that the side seam lies directly over the
bottom fold, forming a triangle. Mark a line 2 ½” (6.5cm)
wide and stitch directly on this line. Trim the excess fabric,
leaving a seam allowance of ¼” (0.64cm). Repeat with the
other corner. Neaten and turn bag right side out.

5. Sew the lining in the same way, without the D-rings,
and leaving approximately 4” (10cm) open on one side for
turning.

6. Insert the bag exterior into the lining, right sides facing
and aligning the seams. Sew all the way around the top.
Turn the bag right sides out and stitch the opening closed,
either by hand or machine. Press the top edge. Edge
stitch and topstitch all the way around.

7. To make the strap, fuse the 2” x 44” (5cm x 111.8cm)
fleece strip onto one of the Fabric G strips. Place the two
strap pieces right sides together and stitch down both
long sides. Turn right side out and press. Topstitch three
rows of stitching, once down the center and once down
each side halfway between the center and the edge.
Thread each end through the bar of a snap hook, turning
the raw edge under, and stitch in place.

8. Attach the snap hooks to the D-rings. Fold down the
top of the bag, making sure that the label, if attached,
faces outward.
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Strippy Fold-over Bag

Fabric Requirements:
(A) Measurements - PWTH010.TAUPE
(B) Documentations - PWTH002.TAUPE
(C) Subway Signs - PWTH005.NEUTR
(D) Ticking - PWTH006.REDXX
(E) Game Pieces - PWTH012.NEUTR
(F) Stamps - PWTH007.BLUEX
(G) Melange - PWTH001-NEUTR
(H) Designer Essential Solids - CSFSESS.PEARL (C)
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